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HISTORICJ\L PERSPECTIVE

From ancient times to the present, music has been composed for
instrumental combinations as well as for single instruments.

The manner

in which these combinations were utilized depended upon current compositional practices, especially those regarding fom.

In the Baroque Peri-

od instrumental ensembles were fnc,ned according t o the composer's dis-

cretion.

The tone color embodiment of a particular musical work was set

more by the composer's choice of instnunents to be included in the ensemble than in his use of instrwnents as independent tone color sources .
The Baroque composer ' s usc of ins trwncntal color \vas in this

way

con-

sistent with hjs use of highly integrated movements, which lacked sharp
contrasts, a feeling of periodicity, or antecedent-consequent phrasing.
The sustaining of one mood throughout an entire movement

was

accomplished

compositionally through the elaboration of the theme in sequential
repetitions of the phrases, and orchestrationally through full ensemble
scoring.
The Classical Period's concept of fonn
its orchestrational technique.
trasting movements.

was

similarly reflected in

Larger works were organized into con-

These movements, in turn, were comprised of con-

trasting sections which themselves contained contras ting elements.

A

sense of unity Has maintained, in part , through the balancing of the
movements within the larger work .

This defining of the elements of fom

through the juxtaposition of contrasting phrases, sections and movements
brought with it the juxtaposition of contrasting tone colors.
now changed in phrase lengths.

Tone color

These changes served to highlight the

fonnal elements.
In the Ro;cBntic Period the regularitv of the fonnal aspects diminished.

The desire for

emphasis.

contra~ t,

however, remained and received new

The tone color was changed more freely and came to be con-

sidered an elemen t oi: the composition rather than something \vhich carne
after , and was therefore dependent upon, the composition.

Impressionism

placed such importance upon the change of instrwnental tone color that
it could stand as the dominant element CJf '' composition.

More recently,

serial composers have sought to control t one color in the same marmer
as they control pitch, dynamics range and expression, so that tone
color might be made to chan,ge 1vi th each note.
It can be seen, then, that through the course of recent musical
history, the element of chan,ging tone color has become more independent
of other compos itional aspects and that the composers of each historical period increased the rate of tone color change.

ll'hile this his-

torical precedent does not make further growth in this direction valid,
it does indicate that further development in the direction of tone
color independence and a further increase in the r ate of change of
tone color might be sought after at this time.
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OBJECTIVES

In "Prelude," the attempt has been made to explore in these areas
of tone color dimension.

Change of tone color takes place more rapidly,

even within the duration of single notes, and a control over the meta morphosis of tone color throughout the composition has been attempted as
a means of achi eving i ncreased independence of tone color from the
other aspects of the composition.

"Prelude" further serves the purpose

of investigating the effectiveness of color-coded notation for more
efficient score reading and use of rehearsal time.

It is intended that

this pro j ect will increase the tone color potential of the symphonic
band.

"PRELUDE"
Pitch Distribution
In this composition, a twelve tone row is used as the basis for
pitch distribution .

Pitches are not repeated until all other pitches,

in the order established in the r01;, have occurred.

Tonal centers, in

1;hich one pitch is allowed to dominate , rhythmically or dynamically, are,
however, of importance.

All voicing is close, in order to inhibit the

exploitation of tone color as a function of harmonic spacing.

The deep

bass and the high treble were generally avoided due to the lack of a
large variety of instruments capable of performing in these ranges.

Melody is here conceived as the interaction of one voice with other
voices.

While this may not produce a melodic line which is memorable in

itself, the melodic movement acquires an inevitibility from the continued
recycling of the row , and therefore becomes compr ehensible ru1d meaningful
when taken as the sum of the voices.

The germinal cell consists of a

single note which is held as other voices ent er singly to establish the
row, finally forcing the first note's pitch upward in syncopation,
resulting in a temporary suspension of movement in all parts by the
end of the first measure.
second and third measures .

An extension of this then occurs in the

Figure 1.

"Prelude" thematic material, measures 1-3.

lnis immobility is then relieved by movement in the top line, again
syncopated, but which now moves on the metric units as well as after.

"

l

I

1\

I

I

Figure 2.

"Prelude" thematic material, measures

4~5 .

These two musical ideas, one in reaction to the other, provide the
thematic material for the entire composition .
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Orchestration
Control of rapid tone color change
The manipulation of tone color change within the duration of a
s ingle note makes the number of changes within even a single measure of
multiple voice lines difficult to control 1vithout some system of
orches trational notation,

In the Figure below, the total number of

col ors to be mixed is indicat ed below the half note, which is the rhythmpitch unit to be realized by the sum of color changes, by the number of
dots in each vertical stack.
~loving

Each dot r epresents a different tone color .

hori zontally , each dot represents a half count, as indicated by

the eighth notes placed above the half note.

j
j

Figure 3.

JJJ

Tone color change notational layout.

The pattern of tone color change is then indicated by lines dra1vn through
the dots.

The connected dots represent the continuation of a single tone

color through the rhythmic unit(s) of color change.

j
j

JJJ

Figure 4 .

The three color mix is constant,
one color change each half count,
with one color in, one color out
at each change.

Pattern of tone color change notation.

Instruments, or groups of instrun1ents, may then be assigned to each of
the dots.

TI1eir order of entrance is from top left to bottom, to bottom

right as indicated.

In this case, with a three color mix, the first

three tone colors enter together.

j JJJ
j
color number

2.
3.

m

4. 5. 6.

Figure 5.

Instrumental assignment to pattern.
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The instrumental parts are then transposed from concer t pitch and
rhythmically interpreted upon the full score.

color number
1.= ) I ~
2. = .J
~
3. =

J

4. =

'1

5. =
6. =

Figure 6.

~

'7

J

~

J
'1

)>

ru1ythmical interpretation of tone color notation.

Some other possibilities appear belmv:
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j JJJ
j

.. ..
. . .. ..

///.

or
(Same as above except the f irst
and last colors are the same.)

Figur e 7. Other poss i biliti es of t one col or pattern .
(cont inued)
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Figure 7.

Continued .
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Dynamics in rapid tone col or change
Dynamics can also be influenced by the amount of color mix employed,
along with dynamic indications in the parts .
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j

JJJ

J-=====:

etc.
or even

j J JJ

J-===:
.ff
. f
mp
pp

Figure 8 .

Dynamic cont rol as a result of col or mi x and dynamic indications.

The sequence of the particul ar instrument s i n the t one col or change can
al so effect dynamics.
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Dynamic control as a result of instrwnental assignment.

Color coded notation
In add ition t o the orchestrator ' s balanci ng t one colors which are
dynamically unequal because of range and qua lity di fferences , t hrough
compensa ting dynamic marks, the performers themselves must be ab l e to
perceive their part as contributing to the voice line , so that the need
for an additional symbol in the parts and score to indicate in which
voice line an instrwnent i s participating now becomes apparent.

There

is othenvise no clue to the perfonner or to the conductor what the shape
of the line or the reali zed length of any gi ven note might be, becaus e
the shape of the line and the realized rhythm is the sum of many notes,
scattered, in transposed pitch, across the score .

Each of the voice

lines needs to be identifiable if it is to be isola ted and understood
for rehearsal or for proofreading.

Rather than add more information to
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the score in the form of letters, numbers, or other symbols, which
could clutter the score and parts unnecessarily , the notes can be
rendered in color, with a separate color to designate each voice line.
To accomplish this, the voice lines are simply assigned colors at
random and all tone color combinations contributing to one particular
voice line receive the same color in the score and parts .
Tone color shape analysis
As the factors governing tone color change are applied to a
group of notes, such a large number of instruments may be required that
some system is needed to shape, control, and analyze the '"ork in
progress.

Analysis becomes difficult i f the full score is seen as the

fragmentation of the voice lines, even though color coded, and the work
sheet already described is a mass of instrument names and dots.

The

f ollowing chart allows the orchestrator to collect the work in a comprehensive form for evaluation before the notes are committed to the
full score.
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ENTRANCES

PICCOLO
FLUTE

J

I OBOE

2
ENG HORN
BASS OON

Eb CLA RINET
I CLAR INET

2
3
4

ltll-o ll

AlTO CLA R
BAS S CLA R
C. 8 CLAR
I ALTO SAX

2
TENOR SAX
SARI SAX
I HORN

2
3
4
I TRUMPET

2
I TROMBONE

2

I CORNET

2

I

BARITON E

I TUB A

STRING BASS

4 BLACKGREEN - - BL UE
RE O

Figure 10.

Tone color shape analysis chart from "Prelude," measures 1-5 .
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Control of the resources of tone color
As simultaneous voice lines are orchestrated, each requiring large
resources of instrumental color, the orchestrator is in need of a system
which will allow him to know which instruments are available for use at
each change of tone color.

The following chart serves such a purpose.
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Figure ll.
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Tone color resource control chart from "Prelude," measures l- 5,
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Instnunental color is, of course, something 1vhich the orchestrator
needs to be in command of, taking into account the number of instruments
in each section for a determination of dynamic weight, effective
instrumental ranges, and the effect upon a tone color when mixed with
other tone colors.

A pattern of movement of tone color can only be

possible if the orchestrator is aware of such similarities and differences
among the instruments at his command to make a flow of color evident to
the listener.

If this is assumed, then such analysis can lead to the

further integrating of color shape changes from one phrase to another,
and can lead the orchestrator in a systenuna.tic manner to tone color
mixtures which are implied through the over-all col or metamorphosis of
the orchestration.

Tone color change can thus be shaped and controlled

in the same manner as other compositional elements, because its notation
makes it subject to analysis.
Control of the aural flow of tone color
The follm<ing Figure demonstrates the manipulation of tone color
made possible by its notation.
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Figure 12.

Phrase shape notation example from "Prel ude," measures 14- 15.
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SCORE LOCATION AND THESIS CONTRIBUTION

It is by now obvious that "Prelude" can only be read with a colorcoded score.

Because of the financial and technical prob l ems of

reproducing this large score in its seven colors , t he score is not
included as a part of this paper, but is available for reference in
the library of the Music Department of this university.
The recent interest sh0\\'11 by composers in electronic music and
their continued interest in writing for the symphony orchestra has to
a very large extent all but excluded the symphonic band as a medium
for serious contemporary music.

The symphonic band, however, makes

available larger resources of dynamically equal tone color than any
other standardized organization.

It is the writer's hope that

"Prelude" will contribute to the literate!'·: lor the symphonic band.
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